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The Chair opened the meeting by noting the departure of the FXC member from Jump Trading. The Chair thanked him for his significant contributions to the FXC and for facilitating the digital currency discussion. The Chair then introduced Jump Trading’s Peter Johnson, who led the digital currency discussion.

1. **Topical Discussion: Digital Currency**

Jump Trading’s Peter Johnson joined the meeting to lead a discussion focused on stablecoins. The discussion began with a presentation that provided background insight into what stablecoins are, the drivers of their growing adoption, and the various types of stablecoins that exist in the market. The presentation covered several use cases for stablecoins, including to enable trading within cryptocurrency markets, facilitate cross-border transactions, and provide access to U.S. dollars internationally. The presentation also highlighted a potential future use case for the settlement of FX transactions on stablecoin networks. The presentation concluded with thoughts on risks related to stablecoins and design decisions for central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) that could affect the stablecoin market.

The discussion then opened to questions from members. Members expressed interest in the monitoring of nefarious activity on stablecoin networks, cost and timeliness of settlement of stablecoin transactions, and use of stablecoins for cross-border payments and remittances. Additionally, members discussed potential impacts to the FX market from the continued growth in the adoption of stablecoins. The Chair concluded the discussion by thanking Johnson for his presentation and suggested to members that the Committee should continue to discuss digital currencies and their implications for the FX market at future meetings.

2. **FXC FX Volume Survey & 2022 FX Triennial Survey Enhancements**

The meeting then transitioned to a discussion on the results of the FXC’s North American FX Volume Survey that was released in July 2021. An FXC member began the discussion with a presentation on key highlights from the survey results. The presentation offered additional data and insights highlighting the impact of sustained low volatility on FX volumes and liquidity. Other members then offered thoughts on drivers of recent low volumes and volatility within the FX market.

An FRBNY ex-officio member then provided members with an update on the 2022 FX Triennial Survey. Notable proposed changes to the 2022 survey include:

- Participating jurisdictions – Dubai International Financial Centre and Macao SAR were invited to participate in 2022
- Non-market facing trades – separate identification of back-to-back trades and compression trades
- Short-term maturity – increased granularity at the short end
- FX settlement risk – increased granularity and clarification of the guidelines

3. **Markets Discussion**

The meeting then transitioned to a discussion of market developments since the June FXC meeting. Major topics included ongoing inflationary pressures, the recent rise in U.S. and global interest rates and the appreciation of the U.S. dollar, expectations on U.S. monetary policy, and other near-term economic risks.
• Inflationary pressures were the most widely discussed market risk, with some members expressing a growing uncertainty regarding the duration and severity of current supply and demand imbalances. Energy sector shortages, particularly in Europe, were also viewed as concerning.

• Committee members discussed the increases in Treasury and global sovereign yields since the last meeting, citing two primary drivers:
  1. Recent meetings by the Federal Reserve and Bank of England were characterized by some members as less accommodative than expected and viewed as reinforcing a broader market theme of global central banks reducing accommodation sooner than previously anticipated.
  2. Concerns over global supply shortages and higher energy prices were seen as exacerbating ongoing inflation pressures.

• Members broadly characterized the September FOMC meeting as less accommodative than expected, primarily pointing to two factors:
  1. The updated *Summary of Economic Projections* “dot plot”, which suggested the Committee was split on a potential policy rate increase in 2022 and projected several hikes throughout 2023 and 2024.
  2. Subsequent communications suggesting that asset purchase tapering could potentially begin sooner and at a faster pace than some had previously expected.

• The recent appreciation of the dollar was viewed by members in the context of rising U.S. rates, particularly as investors focus on the timing of liftoff.

• Other risks discussed by Committee members included:
  o Default concerns regarding the Chinese property developer Evergrande, where it was noted that direct spillovers appeared limited, and that the fallout would likely be contained.
  o The ongoing U.S. debt ceiling impasse, and growing U.S. political tension over the U.S. infrastructure package and social spending bill. While some members saw this as a potential source of volatility in the market, many believed that resolution would ultimately be achieved.

4. **Other Business**

The meeting concluded with a reminder to members that updated *Statements of Commitment* to the FX Global Code are due by July 2022 and *Disclosure Cover Sheets* are available on the public GFXC website.

The next FXC meeting is scheduled for November 17, 2021.